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Abstract

Wrinkle ridges are one of the most common landforms on Mars. Although it is generally agreed that they are compressiona
features formed by folding and thrust faulting, there is no consensus on the number of faults involved, the geometry of the fau
maximum fault depth. The topography of martian wrinkle ridges in Solis Planum and Lunae Planum has been studied using MOLA
determined in previous studies, the topography shows that most wrinkle ridges are a composite of two landforms, a broad low relief arch
a superimposed ridge. Constrained by MOLA topographic profiles, the geometry and parameters of the faults associated with wrin
have been modeled. The best fits are obtained with a blind listric thrust fault that flattens into a décollement. The listric fault ge
approximated by a series of linear connecting segments with varying dips. The major morphologic elements of wrinkle ridges can b
by varying the displacement on the different fault segments. Modeling of large-scale wrinkle ridges indicates that the maximum
faulting or depth to the décollement is about 4.5 km. This may correspond to the depth of the contact between the ridged plains volca
sequence and the underlying megabreccia. The results suggest that wrinkle ridge thrust faults are shallow-rooted and reflect th
deformation.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction

The first observations of wrinkle ridges were made
lunar mare surfaces using Earth-based telescopes. E
ration of the terrestrial planets has revealed analogous
forms on smooth plains of Mercury, Venus, and Mars,
analogous structures have been identified on Earth. The
tinctive morphology of wrinkle ridges, first characteriz
in studies of mare ridges, consists of a broad, low re
arch and a narrow, superimposed ridge (e.g.,Strom, 1972;
Bryan, 1973; Maxwell et al., 1975). The lack of high resolu
tion topographic data for the Moon, Mercury, Venus, a
until recently, Mars has made detailed morphologic st
ies of wrinkle ridges difficult. Martian wrinkle ridges hav
been studied using photoclinometrically derived topog
phy from Viking Orbiter images(Golombek et al., 1991
Watters and Robinson, 1997). Ambiguities in this topogra
phy made it difficult to establish if elevation offsets fro
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one side of the ridge to the other(Golombek et al., 1991
Plescia, 1991, 1993)are key morphologic elements or ar
facts of regional slope and other factors(Watters and Robin
son, 1997). Even though the topography of martian wrink
ridges can now be characterized with much greater accu
using Mars Orbiter Laser Altimetry (MOLA) data(Smith
et al., 1999, 2001; Zuber et al., 2000), the debate continue
as to the existence, nature, and importance of elevation
sets(Watters and Robinson, 2000; Golombek et al., 20
Okubo and Schultz, 2001; Watters, 2001).

Since the first observations of wrinkle ridges on lu
mare surfaces, their origin has been debated. This is
flected by the variety of kinematic models that have b
proposed for their origin (seeSchultz, 2000). With few ex-
ceptions, it is generally agreedthat wrinkle ridges are the re
sult of compressional tectonism, reflecting folding and th
faulting (Bryan, 1973; Howard and Muehlberger, 197
Muehlberger, 1974; Maxwellet al., 1975; Lucchitta, 1976
1977; Maxwell and Phillips, 1978; Sharpton and Head
1982, 1988). Although a compressional origin is support
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by studies of terrestrial analogs(Plescia and Golombek
1986; Watters, 1988; Schultz, 2000), there is no consensu
on the geometry and number of faults or the importa
of folding (Golombek et al., 1991, 2001; Tanaka et a
1991; Watters, 1991, 1993; Watters and Robinson, 19
Schultz, 2000). Another contentious area is the depth
faulting, specifically if wrinkle ridges are an expression
thick- or thin-skinned deformation(Zuber and Aist, 1990
Watters, 1991, 1993; Tanaka et al., 1991; Zuber, 19
Watters and Robinson, 1997; Golombek et al., 2001; M
tesi and Zuber, 2003a, 2003b).

Wrinkle ridges in Solis and Lunae Plana have been
amined using MOLA topographic data. These data are u
to constrain elastic dislocation modeling of wrinkle rid
thrust faults in an effort to determine the fault geome
and maximum depth of faulting. Thick- versus thin-skinn
deformation and the influence of mechanical properties
also discussed.

2. Topography

The MOLA instrument onboard the Mars Global Su
veyor (MGS) has provided global high resolution top
graphic data for Mars(Smith et al., 1998, 1999, 2001; Zub
et al., 1992, 2000). These data have a maximum vertical r
olution of about 30 cm and along-track spatial resolut
of 300 to 400 m(Smith et al., 1998, 2001). The relief and
morphology of wrinkle ridges were examined by gene
ing digital elevation models (DEMs) from MOLA orbita
profiles. These data were gridded at a spatial resolutio
300 m/pixel and then interpolated using kriging. Crosso
statistics were collected foreach MOLA orbital profile in the
DEM area (seeNeumann et al., 2001) to determine if a given
orbital profile is offset relative to others in the DEM area
an orbital profile is significantly offset, it was not included
the DEM. Profiles across the wrinkle ridges were then g
erated in several locations (usually 3 to 4) to determine
average morphology of a ridge segment.

2.1. Lunae Planum

Wrinkle ridges in Lunae Planum generally trend nor
south and are regularly spaced at a distance averaging
35 km(Watters, 1991)(Fig. 1). The ridged plains of Luna
Planum are on a plateau that slopes downward to the eas
is bordered to the north by Kasei Valles and to the south
Valles Marineris (Fig. 1). Profiles across wrinkle ridges ge
erated using MOLA data clearly reflect the most comm
morphologic elements, a prominent ridge superimpose
the flank of a broad, low relief arch (Fig. 2). The largest wrin-
kle ridge examined in Lunae Planum (LP1) has a maxim
relief of about 250 m (Fig. 2B). The superimposed ridge ha
a maximum width of about 9 km and the entire structur
roughly 30 km wide. Another prominent wrinkle ridge
the east (LP2), has the same morphologic elements as
but has about half the maximum relief (∼ 130 m) and width
o

d

,

Fig. 1. Color-coded MOLA digital elevation model of northern Lun
Planum overlaid on shaded relief. The ridged plains of Lunae Planum slop
downward to the east and are bounded to the north by Kasei Valles
black box indicates the location of the area shown inFig. 2A. The digital
elevation data is from the MOLA gridded 1/64◦ per pixel resolution model

Fig. 3. Color-coded MOLA digital elevation model of Solis Planum overl
on shaded relief. The ridged plains of Solis Planum occur in a broad
ley. The black boxes indicate the locations of the areas shown inFigs. 4A
and 5A. The digital elevation data is from the MOLA gridded 1/64◦ per
pixel resolution model.

(∼ 12 km) (Fig. 2C). In contrast to LP1, the arch of LP
increases in elevation away from the ridge in some ar
forming a shallow valley along the structure (east-side of
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Fig. 2. (A) Shaded relief image of an area in northern Lunae Planum derived from MOLA data gridded at 300 m/pixel. (B) Profiles across a prominent wrink
ridge in Lunae Planum (LP1) (vertical exaggeration is∼ 60 : 1). (C) Profiles across a moderate relief wrinkle ridge segment (LP2) (vertical exaggeration
∼ 60 : 1). (D) Profile across a small-scale wrinkle ridge cutting across the interridge plains between two regularly spaced ridges (LP3) (vertical extion
is ∼ 50 : 1). The locations of the profiles are shown in (A).
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ridge) (Fig. 2C). The smallest wrinkle ridge examined in L
nae Planum (LP3) has the same morphologic elemen
the two larger structures (Fig. 2D). LP3, however, has abou
half the relief of LP2 (∼ 70 m) and is only about 8 km wid
(Fig. 2D). Unlike LP1 and LP2, this structure has a roug
east–west orientation extending across the interridge pl
intersecting LP2 and another north–northeast trending w
kle ridge to the east (Figs. 1, 2A). It is important to note tha
while the three wrinkle ridges are significantly different
scale, they have the same morphology (arch and supe
posed ridge) (seeWatters, 1988).

2.2. Solis Planum

The ridged plains of southern Solis Planum, in contras
Lunae Planum, occur in a broad valley bordered on the w
s

,

-

by younger flows of Syria Planum and to the east by hea
cratered and faulted highlands (Fig. 3). The wrinkle ridges
generally trend north–northeast and are regularly spac
a distance averaging 30 to 50 km(Watters, 1991)(Fig. 3).
Like their counterparts in Lunae Planum, many of the w
kle ridges in Solis Planum have the same basic morpho
Wrinkle ridge SP1 has a maximum relief of∼ 100 m and
is about 15 km wide (Fig. 4). Unlike the two larger wrin-
kle ridges studied in Lunae Planum, the vergent side of
is reversed with the ridge located on the opposite flan
the arch (Fig. 4). Changes in vergence are common and m
occur on different segments of the same wrinkle ridge(Wat-
ters, 1988, 1991). The most prominent wrinkle ridge in Sol
Planum (SP2) has a maximum relief of∼ 320 m and is abou
25 km wide (Fig. 5). Its most unusual characteristic, ho
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Fig. 4. (A) Shaded relief image of anarea in Solis Planum derived from
MOLA data gridded at 300 m/pixel. (B) Profiles across a moderate reli
wrinkle ridge in Solis Planum (SP1) (vertical exaggeration is∼ 80 : 1).
Arrows show the location of a lava flow in the interridge plains that app
to partially cover a wrinkle ridge (seeWatters and Maxwell, 1986). The
locations of the profiles are shown in (A).

ever, is that the ridge is superimposed on what appears
a double arch. The ridge is∼ 6 km wide and is superimpose
on an upper arch with∼ 120 m of relief that extends∼ 9 km
beyond the ridge. The lower arch extends about 19 km f
the ridge and has∼ 70 m of relief (Fig. 5). This rare double
arch structure may be important in constraining kinem
models for wrinkle ridges.

3. Mechanical modeling

A number of kinematic models have been proposed
wrinkle ridges (seeSchultz, 2000, Fig. 2). Fault-bend fold
(A)

(B)

Fig. 5. (A) Shaded relief image of anarea in Solis Planum derived from
MOLA data gridded at 300 m/pixel. (B) Profiles across a large-scale wri
kle ridge in Solis Planum (SP2) that hasa double arch (vertical exaggeratio
is ∼ 50 : 1). The locations of the profiles are shown in (A).

and fault-propagation fold kinematic models have been s
gested for wrinkle ridges(Suppe and Narr, 1989; Supp
and Connors, 1992). Although these models can explain t
broad uplift or arch, the superimposed ridge cannot be
counted for without introducing additional faults(Schultz,
2000). Multiple-fault kinematic models have been intr
duced that involve deformation over a blind or surface
breaking thrust fault and the development of a backth
(Golombek et al., 1991, 2001; Schultz, 2000). The master
thrust fault is generally planar and may account for eit
an elevation offset on the vergent side of the structure o
arch, with the backthrust forming for the ridge(Golombek et
al., 1991; Schultz, 2000). Another model involves an arra
of thrust faults (a primary and two secondary backthru
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that intersect in a mechanically weak horizon or décollemen
(Okubo and Schultz, 2003).

The kinematic model proposed here involves defor
tion over a single curvilinear or listric thrust fault whe
the fault flattens into a décollement. The displacement an
stresses above a propagating fault is modeled using
elastic dislocation program COULOMB(King et al., 1994;
Toda et al., 1998). Elastic dislocation modeling can be us
to predict the near-surface topography resulting from
on a fault. The displacements and stresses are determin
for a fault with a specified magnitude and sense of slip
ing elastic dislocation elements and the stress function
an elastic half-space(Okada, 1992). This type of modeling
has been used to reproduce well understood terrestrial f
(e.g.,Stein and King, 1984; King et al., 1988a, 1988b, 19
King and Ellis, 1990; Bilham and King, 1989; Taboada
al., 1993; Crider and Pollard, 1998). Listric fault geome-
tries have also been modeled using elastic dislocation m
eling and the results comparedto geodetic and surface sca
height data on terrestrial faults(Ward and Barrientos, 1986
Barrientos et al., 1987; Willsey et al., 2002). Thus, elastic
dislocation modeling has been successfully used to m
a variety of terrestrial faults with both planar and list
geometries.

The fault surface is defined as a rectangular plane
ing a fault plane dip and vertical depth of faulting. A listr
fault geometry is approximated by linear connecting fa
segments with varying dips and lengths. The dips of the f
segments are 30◦, 10◦, and 5◦ with a nearly flat (0.01◦) final
segment. Since there are no obvious surface breaks as
ated with wrinkle ridges, the thrust faults are assumed t
blind (seeSchultz, 2000). The upper tip of the near-surfa
thrust fault segment is fixed near the edge of the vergent
of the wrinkle ridge (under the ridge) and the lower tip
fixed near the inner edge of the arch, where the fault flat
(Fig. 6). The lengthL, depthT , and dipθ of the fault seg-
ments are free parameters, as is the amount of displace
or slip D on the fault segments. The flat segment (déco
ment) is assumed to extend for a distance of about 3 t
the average ridge spacing. In reality the décollement
be regional in extent, but the predicted horizontal displace
ments are only significantly influenced if the terminus of
flat segment approaches the maximum width of the wrin
ridge. In this case, a pronounced syncline is predicted a
cent to the arch that is not observed in the topographic d

Applying a tapered slip distribution consisting of a sm
slip on the uppermost segment and equal amounts of sl
the other segments that form the listric geometry (Fig. 6),
the major morphologic elements of wrinkle ridges (i.e.,
arch and superimposed ridge) are predicted. A tapered
distribution avoids the unrealistically large stress concen
tions near the fault tips that are predicted by uniform
(Toda et al., 1998). The amount of slip on the fault se
ments is adjusted until the best fit with the topograph
achieved (Fig. 7). Material parameters such as Young’s mo
ules and Poisson’s ratio of the elastic half-space, and
s

-

l

i-

t

Fig. 6. Detrended topographic profile across the large-scale wrinkle rid
in Lunae Planum (LP1) shown with the listric thrust fault model. The lis
geometry is approximated by fault segments with fault-plane dip anglesθ
of 30◦ , 10◦, and 5◦ with the final fault segment flattening into a décolleme
at a maximum depthT . The amount of displacementD or slip on the fault
segments is varied until the best fit is achieved. The profile is the me
5 profiles across the wrinkle ridge (Fig. 2B). The depth of faulting is not to
scale. Vertical exaggeration of topography is∼ 80 : 1.

coefficient of friction of the fault plane are assigned. I
tial values for elastic modulus of 80 GPa and Poisso
ratio of 0.25 were used. These values are comparab
those used to model deformation associated with fault
set in terrestrial continental crust (e.g.,King et al., 1994;
Freed and Lin, 1998).

An analysis of the Coulomb stresses resulting from
on segments of the listric fault (Fig. 6), assuming a coeffi
cient of friction of 0.4, indicates that large stress concent
tions can occur at segment ends, particularly at bends i
fault plane. As expected, the magnitude of the stress i
rectly related to the amount of the specified slip. Increa
the number of segments that make up the listric fault wo
be expected to decrease Coulomb stress concentratio
bends in the fault plane. On Earth, secondary fractures o
occur where stresses are concentrated along a fault p
relieving stresses at these locations(King, 1986).

The large-scale wrinkle ridge LP1 was modeled after
trending the mean profile (Fig. 8). The best fit is obtained fo
a fault with a total slip of∼ 2.2 km (sum of slip on individua
fault segments) and a maximum depth (depth to the déc
ment) of∼ 4.5 km (parameters are shown inTable 1). The
same fault geometry was used to model SP2. Varying
amount of slip on the fault segments, a good fit was obta
to the superimposed ridge and the double arch (Fig. 9), with
a total of∼ 3.2 km of slip and a maximum depth of fau
ing of ∼ 4.5 km (Table 2). Modeling the smaller wrinkle
ridge SP1, the best fit is obtained with a maximum de
of faulting of∼ 2.5 km and a total slip of∼ 0.9 km (Fig. 10,
Table 3). This indicates that the variation in scale of wr
kle ridges can be accounted for by listric faults with
same overall geometry but with proportionately smaller fa
segments, smaller amounts of slip, and shallower depth
faulting. Thus, the thrust faults associated with small-s
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Fig. 7. Cross-section showing a distorted grid resulting from displacem
on a listric thrust fault. The initial grid (gray) is in 1 km2 increments and ha
a depth of 15 km. The fault (red) has the geometry shown inFig. 6and the
parameters given inTable 1. The distorted grid (black) shows the expect
deformation above and below the listric fault. The vertical exaggeratio
∼ 30 : 1.

Table 1
Parameters for the LP1 thrust fault

Segment number L (km) θ◦ T (km) D (m)

1 1.92 30 1.0 10.0
2 2.19 30 2.0 350.0
3 5.74 10 3.0 430.0
4 5.74 10 4.0 425.0
5 5.57 5 4.5 450.0
6 85.9 0.01 4.515 500.0

Note. L is the length of the fault segment,θ is the dip of segment,T is the
maximum depth of the segment andD is the specified displacement or sl
on the segment.

Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted structural relief and detrended topogr
phy across a large-scale wrinkle ridge in Lunae Planum (LP1). The t
graphic profile is the mean of 5 profiles derived from MOLA data gridde
at 300 m/pixel with ±1 standard deviation error bars. The best-fit fault
rameters are shown inTable 1. Profile locations are shown inFig. 2A and
the vertical exaggeration is∼ 90 : 1.

wrinkle ridges may be rooted in shallower depth déco
ments than large-scale wrinkle ridges.

An analysis of the contribution of the uppermost fa
segment on the predicted topography shows that for the
large wrinkle ridges modeled (LP1 and SP2), slips of< 10 m
have little effect on the relief or morphology. For modeled
slips> 10 m, the maximum relief is reduced while the wid
of the ridge increases. The same trend is found in mode
Table 2
Parameters for the SP2 thrust fault

Segment number L (km) θ◦ T (km) D (m)

1 1.92 30 1.0 10.0
2 2.19 30 2.0 545.0
3 5.74 10 3.0 620.0
4 5.74 10 4.0 730.0
5 5.57 5 4.5 620.0
6 85.9 0.01 4.515 700.0

Note. L is the length of the fault segment,θ is the dip of segment,T is the
maximum depth of the segment andD is the specified displacement or sl
on the segment.

Fig. 9. Comparison of predicted structural relief and topography across
large-scale wrinkle ridge in Solis Planum (SP2). The topographic profile
the mean of 3 profiles derived from MOLA data gridded at 300 m/pixel
with ±1 standard deviation error bars. The best-fit fault parameters
shown inTable 2. Profile locations are shown inFig. 5A and the vertical
exaggeration is∼ 65 : 1.

Fig. 10. Comparison of predicted structural relief and topography acros
a moderate-relief wrinkle ridge in Solis Planum (SP1). The topograph
profile is the mean of 4 profiles derived from MOLA data gridded
300 m/pixel with ±1 standard deviation error bars. The best-fit fault
rameters are shown inTable 3. Profile locations are shown inFig. 4A and
the vertical exaggeration is∼ 140: 1.

SP1 for slips> 1 m. This indicates that the amount of s
on the uppermost segment of the listric faults must have b
relatively small and that slip on the lower segments have
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Table 3
Parameters for the SP1 thrust fault

Segment number L (km) θ◦ T (km) D (m)

1 1.23 30 1.0 1.0
2 1.19 30 2.0 120.0
3 2.89 10 3.0 185.0
4 2.84 10 4.0 185.0
5 3.41 5 4.5 210.0
6 85.9 0.01 4.515 220.0

Note. L is the length of the fault segment,θ is the dip of segment,T is the
maximum depth of the segment andD is the specified displacement or sl
on the segment.

greatest influence on the relief and morphology of wrin
ridges.

The modeling suggests that the variability in the m
phology and dimensions of wrinkle ridges may result fr
relatively small variations in the cumulative slip on fa
segments of listric thrust faults. Variations in the slip d
tribution along seismically active terrestrial faults are co
mon (e.g.,Sieh et al., 1993; Jónsson et al., 2002; Eberh
Phillips et al., 2003). Slip distributions are often asymmetr
or heterogeneous with varying amounts of slip occurr
on different sections of the fault(Hernandez et al., 1999
Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003). Thus, the distribution of slip
on the fault segments necessary to best fit the topograp
the wrinkle ridges may reflect the accumulation of differ
amounts of slip on fault segments as the structures d
oped.

4. Discussion

4.1. Thin-skinned deformation

The mechanical modeling suggests that the thrust fa
involved in the larger wrinkle ridges in Solis and Lun
Plana may be rooted in a shallow décollement at a d
of ∼ 4.5 km. One possibility is that the décollement form
at the contact between ridged plains volcanic material
the underlying megabreccia. Estimates of the thickness o
the ridged plains in the Tharsis region vary greatly a
are poorly constrained. Thicknesses greater than 0.2
1.5 km have been determined using crater depth-diam
relationships(Saunders and Gregory, 1980; DeHon, 19
Frey et al., 1988). Based on exposed layering in Kasei Val
(seeRobinson and Tanaka, 1988), a thickness of the ridge
plains of greater than 3.5 km has been suggested(Watters,
1991). Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) images have revea
evidence layering in the wall material of Valles Marine
(Malin et al., 1998)to depths as great as 8 km(McEwen et
al., 1999). The walls of Coprates, Candor, and Ophir Ch
mata expose ridged plains material of Lunae Planum and
prates (Fig. 11). The thickness of layered material expos
in these chasma is estimated to be 4 to 5 km(McEwen et
al., 1999). McEwen et al. (1999)interpret the layered mate
rial to be volcanic flows based on their morphology, spec
f

-

r

Fig. 11. MOC image of layered ridged plains material exposed in Co
prates Catena in Valles Marineris (14.4◦ S, 55.8◦ W). The cliffs formed
by this sequence are very similar to those formed in terrestrial conti
tal flood basalts like the Columbia River Basalts. The image resolutio
∼ 5 m/pixel (MOC image # AB1-08003).

properties, and layer thickness, and because the cliffs th
form are typical of continental flood basalts. A thickness
the ridged plains in Lunae Planum, Coprates, and adja
Solis Planum of 4 to 5 km is in good agreement with
modeled maximum depth of faulting of large-scale wrin
ridges in these provinces. The ridged plains volcanic
terial is likely to have interbeds separating groups or u
of flows (Watters, 1991). This interpretation is supported b
MOC images that reveal brighter layers of in situ bedr
within the layered sequences interpreted to be possibl
tercalated horizons of regolith, pyroclastic volcanic roc
or sedimentary rocks(Malin et al., 1998). These interbed
are likely to be mechanically weak and may serve to lo
ize shallow décollements. This could be important if, as
modeling suggests, smaller-scale wrinkle ridge thrust fa
are rooted in shallow décollements within the ridged pla
volcanic sequence. MOC observations of possible inter
in the ridged plains volcanic material are also significant
cause of their potential affect on buckling and the initiat
of regularly spaced thrust faults(Watters, 1991).

The thin-skinned deformation model is consistent w
some terrestrial analogs for wrinkle ridges. On the Colum
Plateau in the northwestern United States, a series of r
larly spaced anticlinal ridges are the surface expressio
folding and thrust faulting of the Miocene Columbia Riv
Basalts(Watters, 1988, 1989). In addition to forming in flood
basalts, the anticlinal ridges are asymmetric in cross sec
and changes in vergence are common(Reidel, 1984). The
anticlines, like wrinkle ridges, are separated by broad,
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synclines that are largely undeformed(Reidel et al., 1984
Reidel, 1984). Seismic and gravity data indicate that t
thrust faults underlying the anticlinal ridges are confin
to the basalt sequence(Saltus, 1993; Jarchow et al., 1994.
Low-velocity zones adjacent to the anticlines are interprete
to be brecciated fault planes and have estimated dips rangin
from 15◦ to 45◦ (Lutter et al., 1994). The large impedanc
contrasts within the Columbia River Basalts, however, m
it difficult to determine the exact geometry of the thru
faults (seeLutter et al., 1994; Jarchow et al., 1994).

Other terrestrial analogs toplanetary wrinkle ridges ma
be found in the Rocky Mountain foreland fold and thru
belt in the Northwest Territories, Canada. Anticlines t
form the northern Franklin Mountains are interpreted to
the result of listric thrust faults that flatten into a shallo
décollement(Aitkin et al., 1982, Map 1453A; Price, 1986
MacLean and Cook, 1999). The listric fault geometry is
supported by seismic data across the Norman Range o
Franklin Mountains(Isaac and Lawton, 2003). These an-
ticlines, formed in a Paleozoic–Mesozoic sedimentary
quence, result from relatively small displacements on
thrust faults and, like wrinkle ridges, are separated by br
flat-bottomed synclines(Aitkin et al., 1982; Price, 1986).
Reversals in vergence of the Franklin Mountains structu
are also common(Aitkin et al., 1982)and are thought to b
facilitated by the presence of a highly ductile layer such
salt(MacLean and Cook, 1999).

4.2. Thick-skinned deformation

Kinematic models for wrinkle ridges that involve deep
rooted thrust faults are based on a number of lines of
idence that include the topography of the ridges, regio
topography of ridged plains, and ridge spacing(Zuber and
Aist, 1990; Tanaka et al., 1991; Zuber, 1995; Golombe
al., 1991, 2001; Montesi and Zuber, 2003a, 2003b). Golom-
bek et al. (2001)describe Solis and Lunae Plana as hav
a “stair step” topography that reflects a stacked group
west dipping thrust faults that systematically lower the
evation of the ridged plains. They argue that in many ca
the plains between the ridges do not conform to the
gional slope, and elevation offsets across individual rid
are maintained to the next ridge in the series. They sug
that the thrust faults that generated the wrinkle ridges
formed the stair step topography, and that this topogra
is not simply ridges superimposed on preexisting regio
slopes.Golombek et al. (2001)conclude that because the e
evation offsets are maintained from one ridge to the next
the underlying thrust faults extend to depths of tens of k
meters, possibly cutting the entire seismogenic lithosphe

Elevation offsets across wrinkle ridges, however, may
be structurally controlled. Apparent offsets may result fr
the superposition of the ridge topography on a regional slop
(Figs. 2B, 2C) (seeWatters and Robinson, 2000; Okubo a
Schultz, 2001). In addition, reversals in the regional slope
the ridged plains can occur with no corresponding cha
t

in vergence of the wrinkle ridges (i.e., inferred fault geom
try). There is also the influence of shallow-depth mechan
discontinuities. Many wrinkle ridges on Mars have clea
been affected by buried impact craters. The common occu
rence of circular wrinkle ridges indicates that buried crate
may often localize the thrust faults. Examples can be fo
in every ridged plains province on Mars including So
and Lunae Plana (seeFigs. 1, 3), particularly in Hesperia
Planum (seeWatters, 1993, Fig. 6; Watters and Robins
1997, Fig. A8). While there is evidence that buried impa
basins hundreds of kilometers in diameter have influen
the formation of deeply rooted lobate scarp thrust faults
Mercury(Watters et al., 2001, 2004), circular wrinkle ridges
appear to be localized by shallow buried craters only ten
kilometers in diameter. Mechanical discontinuities on t
scale are more likely to influence thin- than thick-skinn
deformation.

One of the most striking features of martian wrink
ridges is their regular spacing(Watters, 1988). The average
spacing varies with ridged plains province, but is gener
about 30 km(Watters, 1991). The observed ridge spacin
can be accounted for with buckling and localization insta
ity models where the lithosphere is free to deform(Zuber
and Aist, 1990; Montesi and Zuber, 2003a, 2003b), or a
buckling instability where the lithosphere is assumed to
rigid (Watters, 1991). An alternative approach involves mo
eling the lithosphere as a thermoelastic half-space with r
spacing controlled by the amount of slip on underlying thr
faults (Dragoni and Piombo, 2003). There are examples
however, where the spacing is complex. Some wrinkle rid
bifurcate along strike forming two parallel trending ridge
Examples of bifurcating wrinkle ridges are found in northe
Lunae Planum (Fig. 1). In other cases, two parallel tren
ing wrinkle ridges will abruptly change trend along strik
crosscut one another, and return to parallel trending rid
(Figs. 1, 3). As described above, there are also cases w
wrinkle ridges extend across the interridge plains and
tersect parallel trending ridges (Figs. 1, 2A). Bifurcating,
crisscrossing, and cross-striking wrinkle ridges indicat
complex pattern of deformation and evolution of stres
that are a challenge to both thick- and thin-skinned mod

4.3. Influence of mechanical properties on fault geomet

Listric thrust faults rooted in shallow décollements a
common in terrestrial foreland fold and thrust belts that
form sedimentary sequences (e.g.,Boyer and Elliott, 1982
Price, 1986; Cook, 1988). Deeply rooted planar thrust faul
that cut crystalline basement rocks are also common in
Rocky Mountain foreland fold and thrust belt(Brewer et
al., 1980; Gries, 1983; Stone, 1985, 1993). Structures on
Mars and Mercury interpreted to be the surface expressio
planar thrust faults are lobate scarps, characterized by a
atively steeply sloping scarp face and a gently sloping b
scarp (seeWatters, 1993, 2003; Watters and Robinson, 19
Schultz and Watters, 2001; Watters et al., 1998, 2000, 2
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2002). Lobate scarps, in contrast to wrinkle ridges, invo
surface-breaking thrust faultsthat clearly offset the wall
and floors of transected impact craters(Watters, 1993, 2003
Watters and Robinson, 1999; Watters et al., 1998, 2
2004). Elastic dislocation modeling suggests that lob
scarp thrust faults are planar and deeply rooted(Schultz and
Watters, 2001; Watters et al., 2002).

The geometry of deeply rooted Rocky Mountain forela
thrust faults changes when they propagate from crysta
basement rocks into the overlying Paleozoic sedimentar
quence. Seismic data shows that the geometry of the t
faults is generally listric in the sediments and planar in
crystalline basement(Stone, 1985, 1993). These data als
show secondary listric thrust faults that commonly flat
into bedding planes or interbedded evaporite zones in
sedimentary sequence(Stone, 1993, Fig. 13). The change
in fault geometry between the basement and the sedime
is attributed to a contrast in mechanical properties(Stone,
1993). Such a contrast in properties may explain the
ference in geometry between thrust faults forming lob
scarps and wrinkle ridges (planar versus listric). Martian
bate scarps occur in intercraterplains material in the heavil
cratered highlands(Watters, 1993, 2003; Watters and Rob
son, 1999). MOC images have revealed evidence of wi
spread layering in the intercrater plains(Malin et al., 1998;
Malin and Edgett, 2000). Although the composition (an
thickness) of the intercrater plains layered sequence is
well constrained, it may consist of sedimentary or v
canic deposits (Malin and Edgett, 2000) overlying a th
megabreccia. Thus, the presence or absence of layerin
itself may not produce the necessary contrast in the mec
ical properties.

The strength of a multilayer is determined by the m
chanical nature of the contacts between the layers(Johnson
1980). It has been shown that a blind thrust fault pro
gating upward will induce folding of a multilayer if th
layer contacts are weak (i.e., low shear strength)(Nino et
al., 1998). Conversely, if the contacts are strong, faulting
favored and the fault is expected to propagate through th
quence and become surface-breaking(Roering et al., 1997
Nino et al., 1998). The fact that lobate scarps form ov
surface-breaking thrust faults suggests that the layer con
in intercrater plains are strong and resist slip. Slip betw
layers (or groups of layers) in the ridged plains probably
curred in interbeds with low shear strengths(Watters, 1991).
These interbeds may account for the contrast in mecha
properties between intercrater plains and ridged plains
promote the formation of a listric fault geometry, and fac
tate flexural slip folding that inhibits blind thrust faults fro
propagating to the surface (seeSchultz, 2000).

5. Conclusions

Mechanical modeling of wrinkle ridges suggests that
two major morphologic features of these structures (
-
t

t

y
-

-

s

l

broad arch and superimposed ridge) can be approxim
by a single thrust fault with a listric geometry. The mod
ing suggests that the thrust faults are rooted in décollem
that may vary in depth with the scale of the wrinkle rid
In the case of large-scale wrinkle ridges, the décollem
may correspond to the contact between the ridged plains
canic sequence and the megaregolith or megabreccia
thrust faults involved with smaller-scale wrinkle ridges m
be rooted in shallow interbeds in the ridged plains volca
sequence. However, with topographic data alone to cons
elastic dislocation modeling, a unique interpretation of
fault geometry and maximum depth of faulting is not pos
ble. The results of this study are thus intended to introd
another plausible model of the origin of wrinkle ridges; o
involving thin-skinned deformation of upper crustal ma
rials. New insight into the shallow crustal structure of M
will be obtained in the near future from radar sounders. W
data from the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface
Ionospheric Sounding (MARSIS) instrument on the M
Express Mission, it may be possible to resolve thrust fa
in ridged plains material to depths of 3 to 5 km and test m
els for the origin of wrinkle ridges.
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